Today’s travelers are more than ever accustomed
to TECHNOLOGY THAT IS INTERCONNECTED,
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Introduction
Today’s travelers are in possession of technology that is
interconnected, consistent, and easy to use. Everything from
online shopping and ordering transportation to business and
entertainment is weaved throughout their lives thanks to
the technology they purchased and use every day. Today’s
consumers are not afraid of technology, they embrace it. Voice
assistants, digital streaming, and smart devices are as integral
to their life as traditional utilities. These consumers have grown
accustomed to the way technology improves their lives, and
they expect similar treatment when they leave their home.
With every passing year, hotels continue to refine the ways
they use technology to interact with and entertain guests. This
trend has since accelerated amid the COVID-19 pandemic and
travelers’ desire to express even greater control over the hotel
experience. In continuing its BYOD (Bring Your Own Device)
Survey, first conducted in 2016, Hotel Internet Services once
again contacted hundreds of hoteliers and guests in order to
dig into what is expected of the hotel industry when it comes
to guestroom entertainment, convenience, and connectivity.
This years’ report was generated thanks to responses from
212 hoteliers and 720 guests, and shows an ongoing desire
to use personal devices to interact with hotels, a greater need
for strong streaming technology, and a growing acceptance of
voice as a means to manage one’s stay.
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Guests:
Which devices do you normally carry with you when you travel?

98%
61%
38%

23%

4%

Responses

Answer Choices
Smartphone
Tablet
Laptop
Smart watch
Other

Responses
98%
703
38%
273
61%
442
23%
167
4%
26
Responses

Hoteliers:
96%
Of the following internet-enabled personal devices, which ones do you think
today’s guests are most likely to travel with and use to interact with/order hotel
services and amenities?

Answer Choices
Smartphone
Tablet
Laptop
Smart watch
Other

Responses
98%
703
38%
273
61%
442
23%
167
4%
26
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It should come as no surprise that smartphones continue to be the device of
choice for travelers, with 98 percent of respondents say they normally use them on
the road, up from 96.10 percent in 2018. While guests continue to travel with more
than one electronic device, it seems tablets are losing favor to laptops. According
to the 2020 survey, just 38 percent of guests are bringing tablets with them (down
from 42.7 percent in 2018) compared to the 61 percent carrying laptops. This is a
neary 17-percent increase in just two years, meaning guests may be trying to get
more utility out of their personal devices than before.
The vast majority of guests (45.14 percent) typically travel with two electronic
devices, but more than a quarter (27.64 percent) travel with three, and a significant
portion (9.27 percent) bring as many as four.

1

2

Guests:

3

1

4

5

4 devices do you typically travel with?
How many
3

Answer Choices

2

1
2
3
4
5
Other

Responses
13.75%
45.14%
27.64%
9.72%
3.19%
0.56%

99
325
199
70
23
4

Hoteliers:
How many devices do you think a hotel’s WiFi services should be able to
support for each guest?

Answer Choices
1
2
3
4
5
Other

4

Responses
4%
27%
38%
15%
11%
4%

9
58
80
32
23
9
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DEVICES
While some areas of hotel technology remain heavily fragmented, guest devices
are actually going in the other direction. Apple continues to dominate the consumer
electronics space, with 71 percent of survey respondents stating they use an
iPhone, and 28 percent said they prefer Android devices. Apple
saw a 4 percent increase in its user base compared to 2018, and
respondents’ favor for Android devices dropped just 2 percent,
but hoteliers should keep iOS in mind when investing
in technology designed to interact with guest
devices, including streaming, voice, and app
support.
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Over
50%
of Phone & Tablet users
use Apple devices.

Guests:
What type of phone do you use?

Answer Choices
Apple
Android
Other

Responses
71%
28%
1%

507
203
9

Guests: What type of tablet do you use?
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GUESTROOM TV FEATURES
The purpose of the guestroom TV has shifted greatly over the past decade, but
guests continue to be most interested in using the TV for two things: Surfing the
internet and wirelessly casting video from personal devices to the big screen.
Survey respondents’ desire to use guestroom TVs for internet access remained
roughly the same since 2018, but calls for wireless casting increased to 67 percent,
up 13 percent overall, most likely because these options are being made more
readily available in their personal lives. As a result, many hotels are seeing a need
for a comprehensive entertainment system capable of interfacing directly with
guest devices while protecting their personal information.

Hoteliers & Guests:
What features would you be interested in using if provided as part of a
guestroom TV entertainment system?
Hoteliers Responses

Guest Responses

Surf the internet
Log in to social media accounts
Play games
Acess a library of latest Hollywood movies
Acess a fully interactive TV guide
Wirelessly cast content such as Netflix, Hulu
or Pandora from Personal devices to TV
View information on hotel amenities such as
fitness center or spa hours
Order amenities such as in-room dining or make
restaurant reservations
Communicate with hotel staff and departments
Acess details on local events and attractions
Hoteliers Responses

Guest Responses

Hoteliers:
Which premium free-to-guest channels do you offer your guests?

Some hoteliers are opting to
remove premium channels to add
casting services to provide many
more content options
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Hoteliers:
Do you believe Video-On-Demand still acts as a reliable source of revenue or
one that is continuing to decrease in value?

Serves as a reliable revenue source
Decreasing in value as a revenue source
Increasing

Decreasing in Value

Guests:
Are you still interested in using a
hotel’s Video-On-Demand service
to rent Hollywood movies?

Yes

No

NO
YES
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GUESTROOM TV FEATURES
While Video-On-Demand can be a profitable, worthwhile investment in some hotel
markets, guest behavior is showing a clear shift away from the service in favor of
using their own devices. Just 39 percent of survey respondents said they were
still interested in using a hotel’s Video-On-Demand service to rent films, a figure
consistent with what was reported in 2018. Meanwhile, 71 percent of those polled
in 2020 said they would be more willing to cast content from their own devices.

Guests:
If you had a choice to watch Video-On-Demand movies via the guestroom TV or
the ability to cast Netflix, Hulu, Disney +, Amazon Video, etc., to the TV from your
own device, which would you prefer?
Cast content from my own device
Watch Video-On-Demand movies

Cast content
from my own
device

Watch
On-Demand

Hoteliers:
If guests had a choice to watch
Video-On-Demand movies via the
guestroom TV or the ability to cast
Netflix, Hulu, Disney+, Amazon
Video, etc., to the TV from their
own device, which would do you
think they would prefer?

Cast content
from personal
device

Cast content from personal devices
Watch Video-On-Demand movies
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Watch
On-Demand
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Netflix continues to be the No. 1 app used by hotel guests, and actually gained
shares, with 86 percent of respondents saying they commonly use the service (up
11 percent from 2018). Other rising apps since the last survey include ride sharing
services such as Uber and Lyft, as well as Instagram, which increased 16 percent to
52 percent overall. These factors, combined with guests’ increased reliance on their
own devices, means hotels will need to find new ways to interact with third-party
applications in order to provide a high-quality guest experience going forward.

Guests:
What apps do you commonly use?

Hoteliers:

Which apps do your guests commonly use?Hoteliers
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GUESTROOM TV FEATURES
When asked whether or not knowing a hotel offered an entertainment solution
allowing guests to cast media from personal devices to the TV would impact their
booking decisions, 50 percent said yes. However, only 40 percent of hotelier
respondents said they currently have a guestroom entertainment solution in place,
and just 26 percent said their properties were able to offer casting to the TV.
With half of guests’ hotel booking preferences being made based on available
entertainment solutions, choosing to capitalize on this technology could give
operators an edge during periods of slim occupancy.

Guests:
Would knowing that a hotel is
able to provide casting of apps
like Netflix, Hulu, Disney+, or
Amazon Video to the TV affect
your decision in choosing one
property over another?

Yes

No

Casting

NO
YES
VOD

Hoteliers:

Hoteliers:

Do you currently have a guestroom
entertainment Solution?

Do you currently have a Casting
Solution for guests to watch Netflix,
Hulu, Disney+, Amazon Video, etc?

No

10

Yes

No

Yes
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GUESTROOM TV FEATURES
Many hotels have attempted to offer apps such as Netflix and Hulu directly through
guestroom TV dashboards, but 86 percent of guest survey respondents said they
prefer to wirelessly cast apps using their own devices. Travelers want to avoid using
cumbersome TV remotes to enter their login information, and such a system also
introduces a host of data security concerns. Wireless casting, by comparison, allows
guests to stay in control of their content, apps, and information while seamlessly
enjoying your hotel’s technology. Guests would also prefer to use their own
personal devices for safety reasons in light of COVID-19 pandemic.
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Guests:

Would you prefer to wirelessly Cast apps from your personal device onto the
television or directly enter your usernames and passwords into an app on the TV if
given the option?

Prefer to wirelessly Cast apps with own device

Prefer to directly input login details into apps that
are located on the television
Answer Choices

Responses

Prefer to wirelessly Cast apps with own device
Prefer to directly input login details into apps that are located on the television

86%
14%

618
97

Hoteliers:

Do you think guests would prefer to wirelessly cast apps from their device onto the
television, verses directly entering usernames and passwords into an app if given the
option?

Prefer to
wirelessly Cast
apps with own
device

Prefer to directly input login details
into apps that are located on the
television
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SECURITY
Hotels have worked hard to keep guests’ data safe, but despite ongoing efforts
to do so, both guest concern and hotelier’s perception of this concern remained
largely unchanged over the past two years. Sixty-two percent of guest respondents
said they were highly concerned about security issues, compared to 53 percent
of hoteliers, a 1-percent increase. These results show that despite an awareness
that security fears in hospitality remains a sticking point for guests, hoteliers can do
more to put them at ease.

Guests:
How concerned are you with security related to inputting usernames and
passwords into an app on the guestroom television?

Highly concerned 62%
Somewhat
concerned
6%

32%

Little to no concern

Hoteliers:
From a privacy and security standpoint, how concerned do you think guests are
with inputting usernames and passwords into an app on guestroom televisions?

Highly concerned 53%
Somewhat
concerned
8%
12

39%

Little to no concern
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VOICE CONTROL
Consumers’ adoption of voice technology and personal assistants picked up steam
over the past two years, with 52 percent of guests stating they own either an Amazon
Alexa or Google Home, and 61 percent stating they would be very likely or somewhat
likely to use similar devices in the guestroom. Meanwhile, 94 percent of hoteliers
reported that they don’t currently offer either of these products on property. These
devices are so easy for guests to use because they operate the same way regardless
of make or model, by using the human voice. This presents an enormous opportunity
for hotels looking to provide differentiation through providing technology guests are
already familiar with.

Guests:

Guestroom
Entertainment Study
of Guests & Hoteliers

Hoteliers:

Do you own an Amazon Alexa or Google
Home?

Yes
NoAmazon Alexa

Do you currently offer Amazon Alexa or
Google Home in your guestrooms?

Amazon Alexa

Google Home
2% Google Home

Google Home

Neither

Neither

Hoteliers:
If provided in each guestroom, how likely do you think it is that guests would use an
Amazon or Google voice-activated virtual assistant?

25%

46%

29%

Guests:
How likely are you to use an Amazon Alexa or Google Home voice-activated
virtual assistant in your guestroom?

25%

36%

33%
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VOICE CONTROL
Guests and hoteliers are on the same page regarding how voice controls will
be best used in hospitality. Controlling the guestroom thermostat, lighting, and
entertainment remain some of the most requested uses of voice technology, along
with checking local weather and requesting property information. Other highscoring categories for guests included ordering amenities, requesting wake-up
calls, and checking flight information.
The findings show guests are willing to use voice technology to automate many
aspects of a hotel’s operations, freeing up hotel workers’ time. However, the data
also show guests are still invested in speaking with hotel associates regarding
certain aspects of their stay. Just 29 percent said they would use voice technology
to receive concierge information, and only 23 percent would use voice to order
transportation. Therefore, while the technology is sound the human element still
remains a significant part of the guest experience.

Guests:
What would you use a voice-activated virtual assistant for?
Answer Choices
Control thermostat
Control lighting
Check the weather
Play music
Control guestroom television (turn TV on and o , change channels, volume control, navigate TV menu, etc.)
Find out restaurant, pool and spa hours
Check flight information
Request wake up call
Order towels and other essentials
Order Uber
Order in-room dining
Make dinner reservations
Check tra c conditions
Learn about local events and attractions
Receive concierge recommendations
Speak to hotel sta or departments
Order taxi
Make phone calls
Order o -site food from services like Bite Squad, doordash, etc.
Contact Valet
Other
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Responses
68%
65%
65%
62%
61%
49%
45%
45%
42%
42%
36%
35%
33%
33%
29%
29%
23%
22%
21%
20%
7%

461
440
440
417
414
332
308
302
286
286
241
240
225
220
195
195
156
150
145
132
49
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VOICE CONTROL
This year’s survey shows hoteliers are more educated than ever as to the
effectiveness of voice controls in hotel guestrooms. Two years ago the majority
of hoteliers believed this technology would be most used to control lighting and
entertainment (75.8 percent and 73.8 percent, respectively), but today operators
are aware of the vast array of ways this technology can be used to maintain contact
between guests and the hotel, representing a new customer touchpoint for the
guestroom while reducing the workload for hotel staff needed to fulfill guest requests.
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Even so, just 29 percent of hoteliers said they plan on offering virtual assistant
technology on property in the future. The 71 percent of hoteliers choosing to forego
this technology are choosing to compete with properties that are more operationally
efficient and technologically advanced, inevitably creating a strain during difficult
booking periods.

Hoteliers:
What voice-activated features do you think would be of value to your guests?
Answer Choices

Responses

Control guestroom television (turn TV on and o , change channels, volume control, navigate TV menu, etc.)
Control thermostat
Control lighting
Order in-room dining
Order towels and other essentials
Check the weather
Find out restaurant, pool and spa hours
Receive concierge recommendations
Learn about local events and attractions
Speak to hotel sta or departments
Check flight information
Check tra c conditions
Order taxi
Order Uber
Make dinner reservations
Contact valet
Play music
Request wakeup call
Make phone calls
Order o -site food from services like BiteSquad, Doordash, etc.
Other

68%
71%
64%
34%
43%
55%
46%
28%
37%
38%
46%
27%
29%
45%
34%
23%
56%
49%
23%
23%
5%

132
139
125
67
84
107
90
54
72
75
89
53
56
88
67
44
109
95
44
45
9

Hoteliers:

Yes

Do you plan to offer Amazon, Google
or other virtual assistant technology in
the future?

Answer Choices

No

Responses

Yes

29%

60

No

71%

147
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VOICE CONTROL
As voice technology continues to capture consumer attention, using voice to learn
property information and accomplish simple tasks will become second nature to
many travelers. Common feedback from guests regarding voice technology praises
its easy of use, convenience, and its correlation with a luxurious experience. These
tools will also be helpful for properties of any size, as they can easily automate
guests’ more minor concerns and needs. As user familiarity increases and the
technology improves, voice is likely to become a fixture for consumers in the same
way smartphones and streaming has.

Guests:
What would be the advantages of such a system?

“easy access to info”
“It creates a sense of luxury, rather than getting up to adjust the
lights/thermostat it can be more relaxing to use voice commands.”
“Mostly convenience. Familiarity with such systems now days is
more common, would be an option worth exploring.”
“Less searching for information.”
“You can use it when doing other things - hands free”
“Save time, easy.”
“Makes life easier and it becomes luxurious experience.”
Hoteliers:
What other advantages do you believe a virtual assistant can provide for either
hotels or their guests?

“Guest will expect what they are using at home.”
“If done correctly it can be a wow factor. I do not believe that
virtual assistants offer any features not found in a tradition in room
entertainment system, but instead offer a new way to interact.”
“find local restaurants and find hours of amenities.”
“Keep guests informed of things to do in the area”
“Less calls to front desk”
“Comfort and entertainment for the hotel guest, and income for the
hotel proprietor.”
“Better guest satisfaction.”
“Hotel Information & convenience”
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With guestrooms meant to reflect a home-like experience, it is essential to provide
the technology and service personalization flexibility that most consumers now
experience with their content viewing preferences on a daily basis. This is further
demonstrated with the fact that beginning in 2019, more U.S. households are
subscribed to personalized streaming services than traditional cable TV or satellite
providers.1 Other noteworthy industry findings indicating an ongoing significant
shift in consumer content preferences, and therefore, the need for hoteliers to
adapt to match guest expectations include:

The streaming service market is expected to jump from $11.3 billion in
2018 to $125.6 billion by 2022. - Matrix Marketing Group
Streaming services on average are used within 40 percent of
guestrooms and are used for longer than traditional cable TV
counterparts - Hotel News Now
73 percent of millennial guests consider TV to be “very important”
to their stay experience and are very enthusiastic over the ability to
cast content from personal devices to in-room televisions. – Hotel
Management
Only one percent of guests use a hotel’s video-on-demand serviceHotel 360º
1

1

https://hospitalitytech.com/why-personalized-room-entertainment-crucial-improving-hotel-guest-journey
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SUMMARY
The Guests View
Guestroom Entertainment Streaming and Casting

Consumers are used to an entertainment and technology experience at home with
no frills, and many have been searching for such an experience on the road. While
Video-On-Demand presents clear benefits in the form of exclusive content not yet
available at home, consumers are choosing to forego it in favor of what is familiar
to them. On top of this, 86 percent of travelers would rather use their own devices
to watch content than enter their personal login information into hotel devices.
Half of travelers are even basing their booking decisions based on available
entertainment options in the guestroom. These travelers are seeking the freedom
to use the services they already pay for while on the road, to continue the shows
they started and resume life uninterrupted. By installing content streaming alone a
hotel can improve guest satisfaction and remain ahead of the curve.

Voice Control

Voice technology is one of the fastest-growing technologies in history, with a
recent TechCrunch survey showing smart speaker ownership has increased to
27-percent across all U.S. consumers. Voice assistants are quickly becoming
ubiquitous, with 61 percent of guests stating they would be likely to use the
technology in a hotel guestroom. This indicates that these travelers are either
familiar with the technology or are excited to use it, and suggests a growing
positive reaction toward voice overall. However, 71 percent of hoteliers said they
have no plans to introduce voice technology to their properties, indicating that
many operators underestimate its potential in hospitality.

The Hoteliers View
Guestroom Entertainment Streaming and Casting

It can sometimes be difficult to justify investing on technology that lacks a clear
return on investment. This remains the greatest challenge facing hoteliers who
are considering new technology, particularly casting services. Unlike Video-OnDemand, which once served as a revenue generating tool in hotels, content
streaming’s purpose in the hotel environment may not be as clear. However,
80 percent of hoteliers indicated in this year’s survey that they believe guests
would prefer to cast their own content from personal devices compared to VideoOn-Demand, a figure 19 percent higher than what was reported by guests. This
suggests hoteliers understand the draw of the technology, and how much its
presence could impact the guest experience.
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Voice Control

Only 29 percent of hoteliers indicated they plan on offering voice controls in the
future, but 71 percent of them reported they believe guests would be likely to use
the devices if they were made available. The presence of a voice assistant in a
guestroom creates room for reduced staff workloads by automating low-level guest
requests, and it also eliminates the need for guests to touch surfaces in order to be
in contact with your property, and can serve as a key touchpoint between hotels
and guests searching for commonality with their home life. These devices are also
gaining utility each day. According to a report from True Interactive, smart speaker
owners used voice requests for 10.9 different tasks per week in 20201 , up from 9.4
in 2019.

Conclusion
Consumers used to look to the hotel industry for inspiration and ways to improve
their homes. Now the reverse is true, and it’s up to hotels to find ways to provide
the same freedom guests enjoy at home while traveling. This is no easy task, but
the technology today’s guests so desire is actually designed to improve efficiency,
not waste resources. Casting to the TV cuts out many clumsy, insecure alternatives
and provides guests with a familiar way to enjoy content, on their terms. In the
same vein, voice technology presents a familiar way for guests to interact with
hotels, while freeing up time for associates behind the front desk. The data on
usage, interest, and effectiveness is clear, now it is up to hoteliers to decide where
these technologies can be used to improve the guest experience and match their
lifestyles at home.

1. https://trueinteractive.com/how-brands-are-succeeding-with-voice-technology-in-2020/
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